
ADVANCED 
ADJECTIVES 1

loud, confused sound esp. 
of people shouting

resistant to damage

uncivilized, brutal, cruel

easily made sick by the site 
of blood or graphic images

extremely difficult

1. At a young age, boys are sent to the mines to do ______________, back-breaking labor.

2. The ______________ noise of the protestors drowned out the President’s speech.   

3. Police report the criminal’s behavior towards his victims was particularly ______________.  

4. I usually use a Mac because they’re nearly ______________ to viruses. 

5. Blood and violence makes me so uncomfortable. I’m really ______________. 

The AP reported a story of child exploitation in Africa today. Children in rural villages are taken from 

their homes to perform ______________ tasks in local factories. The treatment the children receive 

is often ______________ and many injuries are reported. Parents have protested the way in which 

the children are treated but the factory owners seem ______________ to the pleas of the children’s 

supporters. One child reported how, while working on an assembly line, his hand became twisted in 

the machinery. He was able to free himself with only minor cuts, an incident not for the 

______________ which illustrates the dangers of factory work. Besides being dangerous, the 

machinery is also particularly ______________, which risks permanent hearing loss in young ears. 



ADVANCED 
ADJECTIVES 1

loud, confused sound esp. 
of people shouting

resistant to damage

uncivilized, brutal, cruel

easily made sick by the site 
of blood or graphic images

extremely difficult

1. At a young age, boys are sent to the mines to do arduous, back-breaking labor.

2. The clamorous noise of the protestors drowned out the President’s speech.   

3. Police report the criminal’s behavior towards his victims was particularly barbaric.  

4. I usually use a Mac because they’re nearly impervious to viruses. 

5. Blood and violence makes me so uncomfortable. I’m really squeamish. 

The AP reported a story of child exploitation in Africa today. Children in rural villages are taken from 

their homes to perform arduous tasks in local factories. The treatment the children receive 

is often barbaric and many injuries are reported. Parents have protested the way in which 

the children are treated but the factory owners seem impervious to the pleas of the children’s 

supporters. One child reported how, while working on an assembly line, his hand became twisted in 

the machinery. He was able to free himself with only minor cuts, an incident not for the 

squeamish which illustrates the dangers of factory work. Besides being dangerous, the machinery 

is also particularly clamorous, which risks permanent hearing loss in young ears. 


